
New York Butoh star Vangeline 
conjures the ghosts of two 
passionate giants — Tatsumi 
Hijikata, founder of Butoh, and 
composer Ludwig van Beethoven  
— in this hypnotic, electrifying and 
award-winning solo performance.

VANGELINE
BUTOH BEETHOVEN: ECLIPSE

www.vangeline.com | vangelinetheater@gmail.com

Vangeline is a teacher, dancer, and choreographer specializing in the Japanese postwar avant-garde movement form 
Butoh. She is the Artistic Director of the Vangeline Theater (New York), a dance company firmly rooted in the tradition 
of Japanese Butoh while carrying it into the 21st century, and the founder of the New York Butoh Institute. Vangeline’s 
work has been heralded in publications such as the New York Times (“captivating”), Los Angeles Times, (“moves with 
the clockwork deliberation of a practiced Japanese Butoh artist”)  and LA Weekly to name a few. More recently her 
Butoh Beeethoven: Eclipse received critical acclaim in New York and was dubbed: “incredibly moving and powerful. 
It is clear that Vangeline is an artist who knows the darkness of Butoh well, and has the incredible skill to make that 
darkness dance...Vangeline has the control and poise of a true master of Butoh.”

 TIME OUT CHICAGO BEST DANCE OF 2011
“Bone-chilling.”

NY TIMES
“Grotesquerie and ecstasy … captivating in her 

devotion to simple movements.”

THEATER IN LOS ANGELES BEST OF 2011 
“Transfixing.”

STAGECINEMA.COM 
“A cross between a goth crone and a kabuki.”



BUTOH BEETHOVEN: ECLIPSE

VANGELINE’S BUTOH BEETHOVEN COSTUME 
FOR ACT ONE IS CREATED BY NEW YORK 
DESIGNER TODD THOMAS (KATY PERRY’S 
PRISMATIC TOUR), AND IS INSPIRED BY 
HIJIKATA’S COSTUME FOR HIS LAST SOLO 
PERFORMANCE IN 1968.

The word “Eclipse” is derived from the ancient 
Greek verb ἐκλείπω (ekleípō) which means “to 
abandon,” “to darken,” or “to cease to exist.” 
Butoh is likewise the “Dance of Darkness” 
where performers first appear human, then  
as ghosts.

Butoh Beethoven: Eclipse (Admiring Tatsumi 
Hijikata), is a solo piece that illuminates the 
darkness of Butoh with the addition of cutting 
edge lighting technologies such as the 
futuristic creations of European designer Tilen 
Sepič and fiber optic costume by the French 
company Lumigram. After touring this show 
for the past two years and receiving four stars 
at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, five stars at 
Copenhagen Stage Festival and critical acclaim 
in New York and the United States, Vangeline 
shines a new light on Butoh and will transport 
audiences.

“Butoh Beethoven: solo done with integrity and
bends time as butoh ‘should’.” - Donald Hutera,

Chief Dance Critic at London Times

“A mesmerising andexhilarating jewel…
Vangeline’s exquisite control allows change

where there seems no movement.. a resplendent
piece of performance theatre well worth seeking

out: a true tour de force, literally a feat of
strength, within and without.”

“…Using subtle and raw choreography, brilliant
accompaniment and the power of her presence,

Vangeline succeeds in bringing an essence of
these iconic individuals to life on stage. The

show enthrals from start to finish. Vangeline’s
performance is deeply engrossing “

4 stars-Edinburgh Fringe Festival, Edinburgh
Spotlight, August 12, 2015

4 stars-Edinburgh Fringe Festival, Broadway
Baby, August 9, 2015

PRESS FOR BUTOH BEETHOVEN





Broadway Baby 
by M Johnson on 8th August 2015

 
In a piece that is at times frightening, at times energising and constantly absorbing, solo-performer Vangeline is our whitecollared
conductor, guiding us through a piece which abstractly explores the work and legacy of Beethoven and Tatsumi Hijikata,
the founder of butoh. Using subtle and raw choreography, brilliant accompaniment and the power of her presence, Vangeline
succeeds in bringing an essence of these iconic individuals to life on stage.

One of the highlights of the piece is when Vangeline’s shadow is dancing with her, its flickering form mirroring her intricate
movements.

The show enthrals from start to finish. Vangeline’s performance is deeply engrossing and demands attention. Even as she stands
on stage in almost total darkness, the tension created pulls our focus towards her, leaving us waiting with bated breath for the
next glimpse of her movement. From her endlessly expressive face to her masterful pace control, with commanding stillness
interspersed with moments of high energy, the choreography is powerful yet simple.
The show has been impeccably designed, and works really well in the space. The presence or absence of light adds a second
dimension to the piece. One of the highlights of the piece is when Vangeline’s shadow is dancing with her, its flickering form
mirroring her intricate movements.

Music, words and sounds wash over the audience and guide the performance along though the sections, providing both a
structure for the piece as a whole and a deeply immersive sensory overload. Vangeline has a real feel for the accompaniment,
whether it is Beethoven’s fifth or the sound of the ocean incessantly crashing in the distance. However, the symbolism behind a
dress made from white-collared shirts and the audience of pigs is arguable.

 
In Butoh Beethoven, New York based French performer Vangeline has created a mesmerising and exhilarating jewel, formed
under the pressure of souls twisting through agonies and striving for the release of beauty. Its facets grab and grip attention
throughout, presented with intense focus and unbelievable physical control.

The ghosts of Tatsumi Hijikata (co-founder of Butoh) and Ludwig van Beethoven are conjured with such contortions that we watch
one possessed – indeed, Vangeline apparently invokes spirits as part of her preparation for performance. Half-closed eyes 
flickering demonically, contorted features painted white and black, and agile red tongue dancing, this is a living mask under static 
pig masks strung along the back wall which represent us, the audience. Butoh is a ‘dance of darkness’, connected to explorations 
of violence as well as spirits, where fears are to be confronted in ‘a dance which crawls towards the bowel of the earth’, according
to Hijikata, and where it might be possible to transform darkness into the brilliance of diamonds.

In Butoh Beethoven, ominous drones of planes, eliciting thoughts of imminent bombing, morph in and out of Beethoven’s 
imposing music – which starts with that oh-so-familiar dramatic de-de-de- daaa of his Fifth Symphony – and song such as 
‘Le Complainte de la Butte’. We are drawn into a world of passionate struggle, huge pain and the glories of composition, of 
performance, of pouring one’s soul into beauty to combat torment. Butoh followed in the wake of its founders’ harsh experiences 
during World War Two, while Beethoven fought to continue creating despite despair at his ailments. Of the fifth symphony, E.T.A. 
Hoffmann wrote: “only through this [longing] pain, which, while consuming but not destroying love, hope and joy, tries to burst our 
breasts with full-voiced harmonies of all the passions, we live on and are captivated beholders of the spirits.” It is little wonder 
then that Vangeline was moved to evoke Hijikata and Beethoven together.

Vangeline’s exquisite control allows change where there seems no movement, as well as holding distorted shapes, sinking below
crushing metaphorical weight and fighting to rise to the heights of glorious accomplishment. Black shadows emanate from and
combine with her stark white figure, and red pulses as a heart beat or flows like fires of hell. The figure (masculine in feel) 
passionately conducts with a baton that can glow whitely in the dark, as do – faintly – the pebbles curved before it. Emerging 
finally from heroic struggles, we are transported to a shore of sea sounds, a washing clearance that may carry peace.

While Butoh Beethoven started – following long French songs – ten minutes late and then lasted all of thirty minutes instead of
the advertised hour, the quality of the production is such that this is still a resplendent piece of performance theatre well worth
seeking out: a true tour de force, literally a feat of strength, within and without.

REVIEW - BUTOH BEETHOVEN: ECLIPSE
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REVIEW - BUTOH BEETHOVEN: ECLIPSE

“Incredibly moving and powerful…Vangeline 
has the control and poise of a true master 

of Butoh in this 60-minute feat of solo 
endurance… It is clear that Vangeline is an 

artist who knows the darkness of Butoh well, 
and has the incredible skill to make that 

darkness dance.

Vangeline’s virtuosic solo performance will 
make your skin crawl in the best way possible, 

conjuring the ghosts of tortured geniuses 
Beethoven and Tatsumi Hijikata and bringing 

Butoh into the 21st century with technical 
marvels and masterful skill.

The lighting effects are truly stunning… A 
being of pure light and time, Eclipse is a 

trance-like exploration of the tension between 
slowness and infinite speed.” 

 - Taylor Black, Theasy, New York

“Vangeline seamlessly embodies the two 
ghosts simultaneously…in a demonstration
of strength both muscular and mental, and 

against the backdrop of a crushed Japan
struggling to recreate itself, Vangeline tells 

the story of Butoh through Butoh, and
tells it beautifully.”

- Melanie Brown, Stage Buddy, New York

THE VANGELINE THEATER HAS BEEN A LEADER 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTEMPORARY 
BUTOH DANCE SINCE ITS FOUNDING IN 2002. 
INFORMED BY THE EXPANSIVE VISION OF 
PIONEERINGCHOREOGRAPHER VANGELINE, 
VANGELINE THEATER BRINGS TO LIFE A 
TIMELESS AND UNIQUELY

AMERICAN STYLE OF BUTOH THAT CONTINUES 
TO CAPTIVATE AUDIENCES. SINCE ITS 
INCEPTION IN 2002, VANGELINE THEATER HAS 
FUSED THE POST-APOCALYPTIC VISION OF 
BUTOH (THE JAPANESE DANCE

FORM THAT DEVELOPED AFTER HIROSHIMA) 
WITH THE NEAR-CINEMATIC AESTHETIC OF 
21ST CENTURY SCIENCE-FICTION NOIR).  
WWW.VANGELINE.COM



THEATRE IS EASY
by Taylor Black on 10.29.16

BOTTOM LINE: Vangeline’s virtuosic solo performance will make your skin crawl in the best way possible, conjuring the ghosts 
of tortured geniuses Beethoven and Tatsumi Hijikata and bringing Butoh into the 21st century with technical marvels and 
masterful skill.

In trying to describe Vangeline’s virtuosic solo Butoh Beethoven, I keep returning to the film A Clockwork Orange, where the 
protagonist Alex adores the sensuous music of “Ludwig Van” as a backdrop to his ultra-violence, only to later lash out at the Ninth 
Symphony’s use in his aversion torture as “a sin!...Ludwig Van never hurt anyone, Beethoven just wrote music.”

The analogy between the film and Butoh Beethoven seems perfect: an all-white aesthetic coupled with a revolting, crawling, 
insectile feel and a complex critique of violence and the disconnect of the modern world, with all this ickiness set to Beethoven’s 
gorgeous, melodious symphonies. And Vangeline herself has a stated goal: to “bring Butoh into the 21st century” through a 
connection to film aesthetics, technology, and the trials of the modern age. But it seems that perhaps Vangeline knows something 
the protagonist of Kubrick’s film misses: that a piece of music does far more than simply exist, and can be violent, glorious, and 
wracked with history, a secret the Butoh form of dance knows well.

As the postscript “Admiring Tatsumi Hijikata” suggests, Vangeline conjures the ghost of one of the originators of Butoh, who 
helped to found the discipline in the wake of World War II and the bombing of Hiroshima. Living in this aftermath, Hijikata’s dance 
form conjures the spectral realm of suffering to explore the darkness within. Butoh dance is described as much by its absence 
as anything, and Vangeline follows the path of darkness in dancing the absence of these two ghostly, larger-than-life figures. 
Built from emptiness, darkness, and creepiness, Butoh Beethoven admires Beethoven and Hijikata by simmering in the hole their 
legacy leaves behind.

In the first act, Vangeline enters a dark stage with a pulsating, siren-like heart of light, strobing through the darkness for 
Hitchcock-creepy stage pictures. With the signature interminable slowness of Butoh movement, the piece transitions into 
Vangeline, an LED conductor’s baton, and infinite silence. As the lights come up the piece transitions into Beethoven’s “Fifth 
Symphony,” as Vangeline conjures the spirit of Ludwig Van himself in a corpselike, tortured grotesque form. The figure proceeds 
to conduct the orchestra through the first movement, in fitful and captivating moves, though it is difficult to tell who is conducting 
who as Vangeline both initiates and responds to the musical cue, her face twitching through expressions equal parts orgasmic 
and agonized.

The soundscape is more than just the “Fifth Symphony” though, incorporating the coughs and shuffling of a recorded audience 
that brings the music back down to Earth in humbling Butoh fashion. The soundscapes merge the everyday with the epic, echoing 
the Butoh form’s focus on bringing the movement of ordinary labor, pain, and ugliness onto the stage. Todd Thomas’ costume 
hangs with endless shirtsleeves, behaving almost like a second conductor as Vangeline swings in wide arcs, perhaps taking an 
anachronistic jab at the role of the conductor’s hands. The lighting effects are truly stunning, featuring clever use of LED props 
and costumes that enable the body to act as light in fascinating and innovative ways.

In Act II, “Eclipse,” Vangeline becomes a ghostly harbinger of the future, bringing light and darkness together to the world. 
The surprising co-star here is the costume and stage design. Tilen Sepic and French design company LumiGram collaborate 
beautifully to create the out-of-this-world stage pictures of Act II, where Vangeline herself is the only light onstage. It is in 
this piece especially that Vangeline’s homage to Hijikata merges with the trials of the 21st century. In slow, almost traditional 
movements, the figure fills with fiber optics as the sounds of communication swirl around, making the endless speed of the digital 
into a slow-moving flesh as Vangeline presents her Eclipse. A being of pure light and time, Eclipse is a trance-like exploration of 
the tension between slowness and infinite speed.

Watching Vangeline undergo these slow, rapt transformations, it is easy to forget how incredibly physically demanding this 
movement can be, and she has the control and poise of a true master of Butoh in this 60-minute feat of solo endurance. She 
is elegant in her ugliness and redemptive in her pain, and the effect is transforming. Butoh Beethoven is a difficult, weird, and 
uncomfortable piece to watch, but for precisely that reason it is incredibly moving and powerful. It is clear that Vangeline is an 
artist who knows the darkness of Butoh well, and has the incredible skill to make that darkness dance.

REVIEW - BUTOH BEETHOVEN: ECLIPSE



STAGE BUDDY
posted on 10.31.2016

Vangeline Theater opened its run of Butoh Beethoven at the Producer’s Club Royal this week. A solo work praised for its striking 
imagery and emotional journey, it did not disappoint.

Choreographed and performed by Vangeline, a French-born dancer and performer, Butoh Beethoven’s first act was set to the 
well-worn tune of Ludwig van Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5 and Paul Verlaine’s 1866 poem “Autumn Song.” The evening begins 
in complete darkness, save for a glowing semicircle of stones onstage. Tension mounts as strobe effect lighting begins to reveal 
Vangeline’s figure at its center, the light creating angles of darkness across her white-painted face. A glowing baton appears, 
and circles, like the minute hand of a clock moving backwards in time. Amid a soundscape of bells, planes flying low, and air-
raid sirens, Vangeline herself turns backwards in time and space to face a line of pig’s head masks strung across the back of the 
stage. She sheds the black robe cloaking her, and bows to recorded applause, as a conductor does to his audience, before turning 
towards us—playing the roles of both audience and orchestra—in the silence of all-white garb.

Butoh Beethoven was conceived by Vangeline as a tribute to both the German composer, and the late Tatsumi Hijikata, one of the 
founders of Butoh as a Japanese art form. In this first act, Vangeline seamlessly embodies the two ghosts simultaneously. She 
begins to conduct, in all its delicate intricacy, an imaginary orchestra as it fills the small theater with the increasingly victorious 
sounds of Beethoven’s fifth. In the midst of a truly captivating conducting performance (she studied conducting for months 
during the creation of this piece), Vangeline’s tribute to Hijikata shines through. Her body is minutely twisted and angled in a 
demonstration of precise choreographic grace, which is juxtaposed with the grotesque contortion of her facial features in true 
Butoh tradition.

The power of Butoh lies in its willingness to confront ugliness head-on. And as the evening continues, we are transported 
through time, to an oft-overlooked dark period in Japan’s history, and Hijikata’s role in repairing a country and culture after the 
ugliest of world-altering defeats. World War II is conjured repeatedly through Vangeline’s use of air-raid sirens and red strobe 
lighting. And we hear, in the second half of the first act, the words of French poet Paul Verlaine, whose famous poem, “Chanson 
d’Automne,” played a crucial role in communications with the French Resistance during the war.

The second act of the evening, Eclipse, opens in complete darkness again. Vangeline’s robe is outfitted with fiber optic lights, 
which create an ethereal effect that is striking in contrast to the concrete imagery presented in the first act. Shrouded in 
darkness, save for the dress and a hoop, also outfitted with small lights, on the floor, she melts across the stage. Her movement 
is so controlled and fluid that it’s hard to tell, in the moment, if she is actually moving.

Set to a soundscape ranging from the Himalayas to New York City, Vangeline dances a calmness over us. Where her first act 
was heavy with the memory of battles fought and European turmoil, the second act uses continual, placid movement to convey 
rebirth, and a slow healing of the world.The culminating action of this second act is hanging the lighted hoop; in effect, creating 
the image of a solar eclipse against the back wall of the stage.

In a demonstration of strength both muscular and mental, and against the backdrop of a crushed Japan struggling to recreate 
itself, Vangeline tells the story of Butoh through Butoh, and tells it beautifully.

REVIEW - BUTOH BEETHOVEN: ECLIPSE
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by Juan Michael Porter II

BWW Review: BUTOH BEETHOVEN: ECLIPSE Pierces 
The Nether Realm

www.broadwayworld.com/off-off-broadway/article/BWW-Review-BUTOH-BEETHOVEN-ECLIPSE-Pierces-The-Nether-
Realm-20171211

Butoh Beethoven: Eclipse
Photography Credit: Michael Blase

Like an earthbound Hecate - a mythical witch and the third Greek godhead of the moon -
Vangeline straddles conventional boundaries while blazing forward. Continuing her mission 
to pull butoh into the 21st Century, this mysterious master of minimal movement cast a spell 
over the packed house at Theater for The New City in her latest production Butoh 
Beethoven: Eclipse. The Eclipse aspect of this performance in particular kept audiences 
enthralled during the spooky pre-Halloween story.
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Clad in a dress that bled light - created from designs by Tilen Sepic with fiber optic 
costuming from Lumigram - Vangeline slowly flashed across the stage as if she were 
embodying waning phases of the moon. Her nigh imperceptible gestures seemed to cleave 
between this dimension and some dark nether-realm.

Butoh Beethoven: Eclipse
Photography Credit: Michael Blase

Eclipse was created by Vangeline to honour Tatsumi Hijikata, the founder of Butoh. In that
regard it felt as if she were drawing forth his spirit from another world. Her dress, with its
threads of illumination, oozed a penumbra that rippled through the air in beat with her every
breath. Moving with a deliberate, excruciatingly slow gait, Vangeline retrieved a circular ring
of light that appeared to be suspended in the sky, and used it to frame her face. Facing
forward with this ring obscuring our vision, Vangeline subtly shuddered and convulsed as if
she were peering through a scrying pool at something of mind-blasting awesomeness. What
did she see? Removing the moon totem to commune with us, her placid mien betraying
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little, Vangeline opened and closed her eyes with scrupulous elegance. Whatever burst forth 
through her slow-moving lashes was all she had to share with us concerning her journey to 
the other side. At that moment, once again, she was the blameless moon clothed in stars. A 
bewitching fixture affixed in the sky, drawing all eyes to her as if she were a portal to another 
world. Caught in her enchantment of suspended time, one failed to notice how swiftly the 
minutes were actually flying by. In a flash, all lights were extinguished, leaving us with swiftly 
fading memories of the lady in the moon as she passed on an eclipse to the other side.

Butoh Beethoven: Eclipse
Photography Credit: Michael Blase

Following intermission, Vangeline returned as a demonic vessel for Beethoven's shade,
conducting his 5th Symphony in herky jerky movements that called to mind a zombie
lumbering through majestic tunes. Though exacting in its precision, there was something
less enthralling about this conjuring. With her hair flying about as she whipped the invisible
orchestra into a frenzy, Vangeline could have been a priestess to the cult of resurrection
attempting to recall the soul of Beethoven to earth. Whereas Eclipse felt like a communion,
this heart-pounding show piece felt like a flashy ritual; more technical virtuosity than soul.
While affecting and well-wrought, I preferred Vangeline in her lunar ascension.

Butoh, whether in abstract performance or enhanced by technology and uncommon
narratives, is a niche field. It requires an appreciation for quieter moments and patience with
stillness. The intensity that a performer of Vangeline's stature undergoes is incredible but
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not likely to appeal to a wider audience. Regardless, her solo performance commanded a
packed to capacity 400 seat theatre.

This production originally performed on October 14th, 2017 at Theater For the New City.
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